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1. DATA SHEET

CONTAINER:

TYPE: FIBER DRUM

UN CODE: 1G

NOMENCLATURE: DRUM, FIBER (FOR BULK PROPELLANT)

SPECIFICATION: N/A

DRAWING NUMBER: 9342857

MATERIAL: CONVOLUTED FIBER WALLS/STEEL CHIMES

CAPACITY: 21 GALLONS

DIMENSION: 16.380 INCHES - OD X 27.63 INCHES - LENGTH

PRODUCT:

NAME: BULK PROPELLANT (M30)

SPECIFICATION NUMBER: MIL-STD-652D

STOCK NUMBER: 1376010539359

PHYSICAL STATE: SOLID
2. **BACKGROUND**

This report contains the testing and test results performed on M30 bulk cannon propellant packed in a 21-gallon fiber drum. The testing was performed exclusively using live M30 bulk propellant packed into a fiber drum for Performance Oriented Packaging (POP) certification. Live propellant was used in lieu of inert propellant or sand, etc, since this live propellant would more closely represent the actual materials to be packed in this drum. For example, this propellant is representative of all bulk cannon propellant in accordance with MIL-STD-652. Therefore, based upon these tests, it is intended to qualify all bulk cannon propellant per MIL-STD-652 by analogy in this new 21-gallon fiber drum. Tests were performed in accordance with Performance Oriented Packaging test regulations.

3. **TEST**

Six fiber drums packed with M30 bulk propellant were dropped from 4 feet (1.2 meters) in accordance with UN requirements. Drums were dropped on a 5-inch solid steel plate reinforced by 33 inches of concrete at two different orientations. The first 3 packed fiber drums were dropped once each from 4 feet (1.2 meters) at 45 degrees on the bottom chime at ambient. Then, the 3 remaining fiber drums were dropped once each from 4 feet (1.2 meters) at 45 degrees on the bottom chime at ambient.

4. **RESULTS**

The fiber drums passed all tests. None of the contents of the drums were discharged or spilled. They are considered safe for international transportation in accordance with Performance Oriented Packaging Regulations.